In this note the continuous algebraic i£-theory groups of a complete discrete valuation ring are described as the inverse limit of the ordinary algebraic ϋΓ-theory of its finite quotient rings.
In [4] we defined continuous algebraic iΓ-theory groups KT V , i ^ 2, both for a complete discrete valuation ring <? with finite residue field of positive characteristic p and for its fraction field and proved that K\°v agrees with the fundamental group of the special linear group as defined in [2] by means of universal topological central extensions. The definition of Kf v in [4] is in terms of BNpairs and is similar to the theory K? N of [5] which is known [6] to deloop to ordinary algebraic Z-theory. The purpose of this note is to deloop KV v {έ7) in the sense of the following result: Let & n & be the maximal ideal and let K t be the algebraic Z-theory groups of Quillen [3] .
THEOREM. For i ^ 2 there is a natural isomorphism
In a forthcoming paper of the author and R. J. Milgram, this equaation allows us to use the continuous cohomology of SL(Ϊ, #) to compute the rank of the free part of Kf v {έ?) as a module over the p-adic completion of the rational integers.
In § 2 a step in the proof of this theorem is used to describe the homotopy fiber of BE(A) This is an order preserving map which is the identity on st z {A). Proof. If w e W o » then w-r(F) = r{w F) and w-F^-w' 1 = ί/^.^; so by choosing a w such that w F is contained in the closure (7 0 of the fundamental linear chamber C o = {^ > > a?,} we can assume FdC Q .
is a simplex of the standard triangulation Q x /, v e σ is a vertex in the new triangulation, and e tj (X) is in Ul iVs
In this case r(F) = C. When i > i, β< -βj r ^ 0 on F; so for the generator e iά (X) of U% the element λe^ can be arbitrary and e tj (X) e U n c . When i < i, β, -e^Oonί 1 so &(F, β< -β y ) n ^ ^ = k(C, βi -βj) n ; hence any generator β 4i (λ) of Z7; also belongs to IT' S.
We can now complete the proof of (1.1). Apply Lemma 1. define the subgroup U F (A, J) of the group E(A) of elementary matrices to be the one generated by (a) βijix) where λ e A for e t -e ό > 0 on F (b) β ί:? (λ) where λeJ for e t -β y < 0 on F (c) diagonal matrices diag {1 + λ ly , 1 + λ r } of determinant one where λ* e J.
If F< G, then C7 F (A, J) < U G (A, J). When J= 0, we just get the groups ΪTp of [4] and ]5]. In this case we write U F (A, J) = t/^A). Let π:E(A)->E(A/J) be reduction mod J. Then as in (1.2) and (1.2)' we have (2.2) π[U F (A, J)]= U F {AjJ) and π~"[U F (A/J)] = C7^(A, J) .
Let B{ U F (A, J)} be the realization of the simplicial space which in dimension k ^> 0 is the disjoint union of the spaces
xBU Fo (A,J) where F^P 00 .
Let E{a-U F (A, J)} be defined as the pullback

E{a-U F (A,J)} >EG
I I
B{U r (AfJ))
where G = E(A). When J = 0 we recover E{a U F } as in [1] , Moreover just as in [1] the space E{a U F {A, J)} has the homotopy type of the space E BN (A, J) whose λ -simplices are (k + l)-tuples
where
a U F {A, J)<β-U G (A, J) iff F< G and a-U F {A, J)<zβ U G {A, J).
As in [1] we have a homotopy fibration
E{a-U F (A, J)} > B{ U F (A, J)} > BE(A) .
Suppose for the moment we have LEMMA 
π x B{ U F (A, J)} is perfect.
Then essentially the same argument as in [1] shows that We have the following matrix identity valid in E(A):
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